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 My book was published in 2018

◦ It provides a history of how the system evolved….

◦ …describes many design flaws….

◦ and the problems these have created…

◦ …and it makes suggestions for reform

 It also provides empirical evidence about fund performance and 

makes international comparisons

 Many of the problems I raised in the book were subsequently 

highlighted by the Royal Commission, including rent extraction, 

conflicts of interest, principal-agent problems, excessive complexity, 

and the inadequate regulatory and legislative framework 



Failure to implement adequate state-funded pensions
◦ Despite several attempts in 1913, 1938 and the 1970’s
◦ Short electoral cycle means long-term policies often reversed by the next government
◦ Current replacement rate 2nd lowest in OECD, poverty among the old worst in the OECD

Attempt to solve pension (and wage bargaining) problems by introducing compulsory 
superannuation contributions in 1991

◦ Funds in excess of A$3 trillion have now been accumulated, expected to grow to A$7 trillion by 2035

Development of a complex and expensive industry
◦ With high fees and charges by international standards, but poor investment performance
◦ Although the Australian superannuation industry on the surface looks diverse, in practice grouped into a 

small number of entities, through operational, financial, collaborative and social links

Dispersal of regulatory responsibility across many agencies
◦ APRA, ASIC, ATO, ACCC, Reserve Bank, Courts
◦ Combined with legal changes – the SIS Act – which reduced the protections offered by trust law
◦ Disclosure of fund management costs limited to regulated entities (most fund management outsourced)
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Comparison of outcomes with synthetic benchmark 1997-2016

The synthetic benchmark assumes all assets are managed as follows:

◦ Passively-managed fund, reasonable costs and commissions, no switching

◦ Overall admin and management costs 1% of Funds under Management (FUM)

The modelling involved

◦ Extensive validation and data adjustment

◦ Year-by-year simulation of contributions, returns, costs, benefits, tax regime

The results show that:
 Higher returns would have been possible under alternative regimes – after reasonable 

costs - of between A$670 billion and A$900 billion (32-44% of the 2016 assets). 

This conclusion is robust to the portfolio allocation used for the 
synthetic benchmark.
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Benchmarking of Australian funds against Canadian, US and 
European funds, 2004-2012 

◦ 142 Australian Funds (published APRA data)

◦ 114 International Funds (database maintained by CEM benchmarking, Canada)

◦ Australian funds found to have inferior investment performance and higher 
costs
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 When designed, little attention was given to the decumulation phase. The focus was on 
employer contributions. 

 Many members are ill-prepared to make difficult choices about risk management, the timing of 
fund extraction, and what to spend the funds on. 

 Few providers of post-retirement products (eg Challenger) and the annuity market in Australia 
is still immature (so that annuities are expensive). 

 Recently there has been considerable debate both about allowing lower-income members to 
withdraw super early (eg to assist during COVID) and whether the planned increase in 
contribution rates (from 9.5% to 12%) should be implemented. 

 There are questions about how much of superannuation funds will be needed to support Aged 
Care.

 We need to find a way of providing independent, trust-worthy, cost-effective, advice on life-
cycle planning.

 From my book: “Regulation is clearly needed to assist individuals in the management of these 
risks, with reduction of asymmetric information problems being a key requirement. Regulators 
need to ensure adequate disclosure of all pertinent information, and its presentation in a way 
which is accessible to ordinary members”



 DB schemes ensure that retirees have sufficient income throughout their 
remaining lives, a certainty that can only be achieved with DC schemes through 
the subsequent purchase of annuities

 Defined Benefit (DB) schemes mean risk is pooled, and scheme organisers can 
manage risk better than individuals

 Annuity markets around the world have not succeeded in providing a product 
which has become recognised as ‘fair’ enough to command widespread voluntary 
adoption. 

 An “annuity is said to be actuarially fair ……if the benefit stream discounted by an 
interest rate and annual survival probabilities equals the premium paid”, but even 
this calculation understates the problem, because annuities also involve a loss of 
liquidity.

 Ensuring that products, such as annuities, are priced fairly – i.e. that appropriate 
life expectancy tables are used for each member, and that interest rate 
assumptions are reasonable – is an essential part of the regulatory task. 





Anti-competitive actions and cross-subsidies
 Failure to ensure full disclosure of all costs, lack of proper benchmarking of 

performance
• Funds with a lower degree of separation between those who manage the funds and 

members (for example, non-public-offer corporate and public sector funds) 
perform better than those with a larger degree of separation (for example, public 
offer retail funds).

• Competition and choice do not seem to work well enough in the Australian 
industry to impose the necessary constraints, partly because of a lack of effective 
transparency over costs.

Complexity, including multiple schemes per member, and hence higher 
costs

Inadequate attention to skills, duties and resources of trustees and 
advisors
 Response to lobbying by watering down recommendations from 

inquiries etc (for example FOFA)
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The Wallis Committee (1997) recommended functional regulators across the whole 
financial system. As a result of this and other policy initiatives  five agencies are 
responsible for aspects of the system:

▪ Australian Prudential Regulatory Authority (APRA)
▪ the Australian Securities and Investment Commission (ASIC)
▪ the Australian Taxation Office (ATO)
▪ the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC)
▪ the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA)

No-one currently takes responsibility for the performance of the superannuation sector as 
a whole. 

▪ There are problems with inadequately-defined overlaps between regulators.

We need to fix, inter alia:
◦ Fees and charges which are high by international standards

◦ Extensive outsourcing, and the existence of multiple funds per member

◦ Complexity which creates a large degree of separation between members and those who 
manage their funds

◦ Helping members manage the longevity and market risks they face
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Super Industry governed by “a complex and changing combination of legislative 
requirements, binding and non-binding regulatory standards and guidance, private law 
principles and self-regulatory regimes”

▪ Trust Law, SIS Act 1993 and related Acts and Regulations,  

▪ In principle, trustees, directors and advisers have fiduciary and other duties to protect members 
interests, to avoid conflicts, and to adhere to standards

▪ Regulation to date has (clearly) been fairly ineffective in ensuring that they do so

Australia’s ‘Common Law’ environment means that penalties are determined by courts –
but requires ‘case law’

In my book I recommend that the various regulatory responsibilities be combined 
into a single entity with a “very clear mandate and …. report directly and on a 
regular basis to Parliament.”

▪ “The new, or repurposed, agency should be responsible for effective development of the 
disclosure regime, for regular publication of benchmark performance indicators, for 
ensuring that trustees and those to whom they delegate responsibility are ‘fit and 
proper’, for defining the parameters of appropriate retirement income products, and for 
the identification and policing of conflicts of interest … it should also promote effective 
competition”





Migration to defined contribution without adequate risk management regime
◦ Reliance on competition and choice without systems to enable comparison and 

switching
◦ Provision of choice increase costs to a greater degree than can be justified by the 

improvement in risk/return

Poor fund performance
◦ Predominately active management
◦ Inappropriate asset choices
◦ Commission-driven ‘churn’ of assets
◦ Higher costs than necessary

Allowed/created by:
Inadequate or inappropriate regulation

◦ Permitting unresolved principal-agent problems and conflicts of interest
◦ Failing to ensure transparent assessment of fund performance

Overly complicated and hence costly industrial structure
◦ Many layers of intermediation, degrees of separation between principals and those 

who act on their behalf

Conflicting duties of trustees and professional advisers
◦ Reduction in emphasis on fiduciary duties
◦ Gradual eclipse of requirements imposed by trust law
◦ Weak governance arrangements
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 It is hard to improve matters in Australia without the industry’s support. So far, a variety 
of inquiries have led to only limited reform.

 A wide range of mechanisms has been used, internationally,  by professions and 
organisations across many industries, including codes of conduct, reputational indices, 
membership and powers of exclusion, and fraud investigation units.

 In my book I suggest various improvements to regulation, law, competitive pressures, 
and transparency in Australia. 

 Setting up a new entity with a clear mandate to provide a centrally administered, low cost, 
passively-managed alternative to existing funds would have a number of benefits. 

◦ If publicly administered, with suitable controls and reporting directly to Parliament, 
many of the principal-agent and conflict of interest problems could potentially be 
avoided. 

◦ It should be possible for such a fund to outperform its actively managed peers, on a 
risk adjusted basis. 

◦ The fund could implement risk pooling, in order to overcome some of the deficiencies 
of the DC environment in Australia, including consumer risks in the decumulation
phase. 
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 The superannuation system has not delivered the net-of-costs returns for members 
that could reasonably have been expected. Nor has it supported members well 
enough when they enter retirement.

 There are many reasons for this, including poor governance and regulation, 
inadequate disclosure, unresolved conflicts, member apathy, and a very complex 
industrial structure.

 Repeated, sometimes badly-thought-out, changes in policy seem to have created a 
loss of trust and increased uncertainty, which is in danger of making the system 
unsustainable and reducing incentives to save.

 So it is urgent that action is taken to fix the problems:

1. Hold trustees, directors and advisers to account

2. Create an effective regulatory structure

3. Ensure adequate disclosure and dissemination about fund costs and 
performance

4. Create a low cost, well-managed alternative fund, with risk pooling
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Thank you


